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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of papers [ 1, 2, 31 the author has tried to find all additive 
invariants of an endomorphism of a fnitely generated module M so over a 
commutative ring A (see, also, KelleyySpanier [7], Grayson [4], and 
Horstmann [ 51). 
To be more precise: Find &(End M(A)) = the abelian group with 
generators all A-linear maps .f’: M -+ M with M finitely generated and with 
relations [.f] = [J“] + [.f”‘] whenever 
O-M’- M-M”-0 
1’1 (1 ,,,I 
O-M’- M-+M”---+O 
is a commutative diagram with exact row. 
If A = k is a field, dim, M and the characteristic polynomial 
A,(f) = det( 1 + tf) 
are the only (additive) invariants (Kelley-Spanier [7]). Surprisingly 
enough this extends to any commutative ring A if we restrict to f: P --* P, 
where P is a finitely generated projective A-module. Thus 
K,(End P(A)) z K,(A) x d, 
(see [2] or Grayson [4] for a proof) where 
Alo= 
1 
1 +a,t+ ... +a,t” .a- h,EA 
1 +h,t+ ‘.’ +b,t”’ ” ’ 1 
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is considered as an abelian group under multiplication. The tensor 
product aA on the left-hand side induces a “star-product” on A, via 
Mf) * k(g) = wo g). 
This makes A, into a commutative ring (with ordinary multiplication as 
addition). 
By using projective resolutions the result above can be extended to 
K,(End M(A)) for any regular ring A (i.e., A noetherian and 
gl. dim A < co). If A is not regular the difficulties increase with the dimen- 
sion of A. Thus dim A = 0 and some cases of dim A = 1 are known (see [3] 
and Horstmann [IS]). 
In this paper an attempt is made to find some additive invariants of 
f:M-+M. In Sections 2-4 we assume that A=k@A,@A2@ ..., is 
graded finitely generated k-algebra (k = field) and that f = n; f,, : M + M 
is A-linear of degree zero where M = @ 0” M, is a finitely generated graded 
A-module. Thus the characteristic function 
c,(f) = 1 det( 1 + [fn))s” 
II 3 0 
in the formal power series ring it, [ [s]] is additive on short exact sequen- 
ces. In case f= 1 M we get the ordinary Hilbert series H(M, s) of M 
c,,( 1 ,,,,) = H(M, s) = 1 dim M,s”. 
II>0 
A generalization of Bezout’s theorem is proved 
cAf)c.Jg) = c.,(lA) 1 (- 1 )‘c,WqU g)), 
i20 
where f: M + M and g: N + N are two degree zero maps. A generalization 
of the notion of rank is defined by 
c,(f) x(f) = - C,(‘A) s=l’ 
In Section 3 we assume that dim A = d and that A is generated by A,. Then 
the multiplicity e,,(f) E if, of .f: M + M can be defined by 
Thus J,,(f,I) is for large n a polynomial in n with coefticients in EoOz Q. It 
is proved that co(f) is additive and is a polynomial in k[t] (this 
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corresponds to the fact that the multiplicity cO( M) of a module is a positive 
integer). 
In Section 4 the Grothendieck group &(End Gr P(A)) is computed. Let 
End Gr M(A) denote the category of all endomorphisms ,f = 
n,” ,f,, : M + M of degree zero (i.e., f(M,,) s M,,) where M = @ ; M,, is a 
finitely generated graded A-module. A morphism of End Gr M(A) is a 
commutative diagram 
where u is of degree zero. 
DEFINITION 1.1. K,(End Gr M(A)) is the abeliangroup generated by all 
[,f: A4 --f M] in End Gr M(A) with relations [.f] = C.-J”] + [,f”] whenever 
o- MI-M- M”4O 
11, 1, It,, 
O--i MI-M- M”-0 
is commutative with exact row (with maps of degree 0) K,(End Gr P(A)) is 
defined similarly only requiring all modules to be finitely generated projec- 
tive. 
It is shown that 
&(End Gr P(A)) z Z[sJ x kO. 
The isomorphism can be given explicitly 
[P---+ P] - 
If A is generated by A, there is a connection between x(f) and e,(f). We 
have 
%(f) = x(f)“‘“‘, 
where e,(A) is the usual multiplicity of the ring A. 
Finally in Section 5, A is an arbitrary noetherian ring with I a maximal 
ideal. Then we get a graded ring gr,A = en a0 I”/p+ ’ and gr,M = 
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0 ..OI”MJI”+’ M is a graded gr,A-module. An A-linear map f: M -+ M 
induces a degree zero map gr,f: gr,M + gr,M. gr,A is generated by its 
degree 1 elements so e,Jgr,f) is defined. The main result is that 
f -+ eJgr,f) is additive on short exact sequences. So we get an additive 
invariant of End M(A) with values in k[t] where k = A/Z. It should be 
remarked that f - gr,f is not additive. 
2. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
To simplify matters we assume that A = k 0 A, @A, 0 *. . , is a finitely 
generated k-algebra (k = field). Let M = @ ,,>,, M, be a initely generated 
graded A-module and 
f=n f,: M+M 
If>0 
be an A-linear map of degree zero, i.e., f,(M,) E M,. Then M, is a finite 
dimensional vector space over k and the fn’s are k-linear maps. If 
f: M -+ M and g: N -+ N are two such maps a morphism u from f to g is a 
commutative diagram 
M”-N 
where u is a graded A-linear map of degree 0. Denote this category by 
End(Gr M(A)). 
DEFINITION 2.1. c,(f) = Cn a o &(f,)s” is called the characteristic 
function off: It takes its values in the formal power series E. [[s]]. Observe 
that n,(f,,) = det( 1 + tf,,). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. c,~ is additive on short exact sequences. 
Proof. Given the commutative diagram 
O- M’--%M-% M”-0 
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with exact row (allmaps of degree 0). It follows that 
commutes and the row is exact. In k, we have 
&((L) = W:,) + wi:‘). 
Multiply by s’ and sum from 0 to GC. 
Remark 2.3. Observe that Z cl,, where 1 E Z is mapped to 1 + t, the 
identity of z,,. Hence we can view Z[ [s]] c k”,[ [s]]. In particular we get 
c,( 1 M) = 1 dim,(M,,)s” = H(M, s), 
)I z 0 
which is the ordinary Hilhert series of the graded module M. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let dim A = the Krull-dimension of A. It can be 
defined as the order of the pole s = 1 of c,,( 1 A) = H(A, s). Similarly if M is a 
finitely generated A-module then dim M can be defined as the order of the 
pole s = 1 of c,( l,+,,) = H(M, s). It is also the dimension of the ring 
A/Ann M. We also have 
dim M d dim A. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Assume that dim A = d. Then there are elements 
.Y , ,..‘> xd in A of positive degrees v, ,..., v,, respectively, such that M is finitely 
generated over k[x, ,..., xd]. Furthermore for every graded map f: M + M of 
degree zero 
c,Jf)= fi (1 -.?I)-‘U(S), 
r=l 
where u(s) is a pol~ynomial with coefficients in &,. (Here we view 
n;l(l -s”‘))’ in Z[[s]] GE,[[s]].) 
Proof: For the first part we refer to Smoke [lo, pp. 162-1641. To prove 
the formula for c,(f) we use induction on d. If d= 0 then dim, M < co so 
we are done. Assume that the theorem is proved for <d generators. 
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Consider the commutative diagram where xd is a generator of degree ud, 
O-f- M”d’ M[-u,] - y-0 
IX 
I I 
f .fC - WI lh 
o- I:- M-$ MC-oLJ 
c 
-c-o. 
Here xc,. means multiplication by xd and (M[ -v,]),, = M,- ud (this makes 
xd into a map of degree zero). Now K and C are killed by xd and hence are 
finitely generated over k[x, ,..., xd- ,I. By the additivity of c, we get 
Hence 
c, - c,(f) + C,(f)P - c,(h) = 0 in&[[s]]. 
c,(f) = (1 -SUd)rl(cs(g) - c,(h)). 
By the induction hypothesis c,& g) and c,(h) are of the form 
n;‘- I( 1 - s”)-- ’ (polynomial in s over k,). Q.E.D. 
To state the next result we need a lemma (for a proof see Kobayashi [S, 
Lemma 1 ] or Smoke [ 10, Proposition 2.51). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let&l, N be graded A-modules. Then Tor,A(M, N) is a 
graded module and 
(Tor,A(M, N)), = 0 for i < n. 
“BEZOUT'S THEOREM" 2.7. Let f: M -+ N and g: N -+ N be two maps in 
End Gr M(A). Then 
c,(f) c.A 8) = c.Al .A 1 (- l)‘cATor4(f, g)) in hCCsl1 
120 
(the right-hand side makes sense because of the lemma). 
Remark 2.8. In 3.6 and 3.7 we will see the relationship to more common 
generalizations of Bezout’s theorem. 
We need to introduce the complete K-group. Let K= K,(End Gr M(A)) 
be the K-group defined in the Introduction (1.1). 
Let K, be the subgroup generated by all f: M + M where M, = 0 for 
i < n. Then the filtration K = K, =) K, 3 K, 3 * * a, defines a topology on K. 
Let K be the completion of K with respect to that topology. 
Let f: A4 + M be a graded map of degree 0. 
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We have a minimal free resolution 
. . . -+F,-+ F, -M-O 
where(F,,);=O if icn (see Smoke [IO]). Hence [,jJ =C;E,( -l)i[gj] in g 
and the endomorphisms of free modules are dense in K. 
Proof of 2.7. First, want to show that both sides of the formula are 
additive with respect to jI This is clear for the left-hand side by the 
additivity of c,. For the right-hand side let 
O-M’- M-+M”--+O 
1,’ II 11, 
O-M’- M-M”-0 
be given (with exact row and commutative). Then we get a commutative 
diagram 
. -+ Tor ,+ ,(M”, N) --* Tori(M’, N) -+ Tor;(M, N) + Tor;(M”, N) -+ ... 
I 
Tor,+~(l”.~l 
I 
Tor,(f’.n) 
I 
Tor,( 1, Y 1 
I 
TorU “,n) 
... + Tori+ ,(M”, N) + Tori(M’, N) -+ Tori(M, N) + TorJM”, N) + .... 
Working in k we see that 
;Fo (- 1 )‘c,(Tori(f, g)) = iFo (- 1 )‘c,(Tor,(f’, g) 
+ c (- 1 )‘c,(Tor,(f”, g)). 
i>O 
Hence also the right-hand side is additive with respect o J 
Both sides are continuous functions R-P E, [[s J] with the topology on 
I? given above and the s-adic topology on E. [[s]]. Since the 
endomorphisms of the free A-modules are dense in d it is sufficient o show 
the formula for f: M -+ M with M free. We will need the following result 
several times: 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The finitely generated free A-modules are of the form 
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F= @y=, A(-di)‘l (here (A(-d))i=Ai_,). Assume d,>d,> .*. >d,. A 
degree zero A-linear map u: F + F will be of the form 
rI 
r2 
rm 
where the entries of Us,..., u, are in k. 
Proof: If di< d, then there are only trivial maps (of degree 0) 
A( -dJ --, A( -d,), 
Hence we get 0 in the blocks below the diagonal. In the diagonal blocks we 
have degree zero maps 
ui: A(-di)‘l+A(-d;)‘Z 
that are given by a matrix in k. 
Continuation of the Proof of 2.7. Both sides of the formula are also 
additive in g: N-+ N. By using an argument similar to that in the proof of 
the main theorem in [2] we may assume that M= A( -c)~, N = A( - d)” 
and f=lAIPC,Oku, g=lAC-,,@,o where u is a pxp matrix (u a qxq 
matrix) with entries in k. 
Since the Tor:(M, N) = 0 for i k 1 the formula is reduced to 
c.m CA g) = CA1 A) cs(f @A g). 
Now 
c.s(.f )= c ~:(f,)s”= c I:(&,.Qk u)s” 
?I>0 II>0 
= n:(u) s”H( A, s) 
(here l:(f,) = det(1 + tf,) where fn is considered as a k-module 
endomorphism) so the left-hand side is 
c,(f)c,(g) = n:(u) * A:(u) s’+~WA, s12 
=~~(u&~)s(‘+~H(A,s)~. 
438 
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So the right-hand side will be 
The biadditive map 
( U’l, C xl 1 --t 1 ( - 1)’ Tor:‘(.f, g) 
I 2 0 
defines a multiplication on k(End Gr M(A)) (see Kobayashi [S, p. 6451). 
COROLLARY 2.10. [,f] + c,(,f’)/c,( I ,4) is a ring homomorphism 
&EndGrM(A))-+&,[[s]]. 
Proqf: Divide both sides in the formula in 2.7 by c,( 1 A)2. 
Kobayashi [S, p. 6501 defines the tank of a module by the formula 
WM s) 
r(M) = H(A, s) \= ,’ 
In general r(M) will be a rational number. 
EXAMPLE 2.11. Let A =k[X]/(Y’) and M= (A’+‘+‘) where m <n. 
Then r(M) = m/n. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let f: A4 + A4 be a map of degree 0. Then we define 
c.Sf 1 x(f) = - c.,(l.A) s=*’ 
Since dim A 3 dim A4 it follows by 2.5 that the order of the pole s = 1 is 
larger for c~( lA) than for c,,(f) so x(f) is well defined. It follows that 
x(f) = 0 in k, unless dim M = dim A. 
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PROPOSITION 2.13. 1: &End Gr M(A)) --) kO is a ring homomorphism. 
EXAMPLE 2.14. Let A and A4 be as in Example 2.11. Then 
is not a polynomial in k(t). 
3. HILBERT POLYNOMIALS OF ENDOMORPHISMS 
In this section we generalize the notion of multiplicity of a module to 
endomorphisms of graded modules. So in this section we assume that 
A= @iaOAi with A,=k and A is generated by A,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let dim M = d and f = n; f,, : M -+ M be a graded map 
of degree zero. Then ,i,(,f,,) is a polynomial in n of degree d- 1 with coef- 
ficients in z,[l/(d- l)!] for 1190. 
Proqf: By 2.5 we get (with u0 ,..., u, in z,) with x1 ,..., X~E A, generating 
A, 
Hence 
L,(f,) = i ui n -;y 1) 
i= 1 ( 
is a polynomial in n of degree d - 1 for n 3 r - d + 1. The coeffkients are in 
z,[l/(d- l)!]. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let 
i,(,,)=eo(f)(n:d;1)-e,(/)(n~~22)+ ... ini;,[n] for n$O; 
co(f) is called he multiplicity off: M --) M (it is in it,). 
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Remark 3.3. P,( I,,,,) = e,(M) are the usual multiplicities of a graded A- 
module. Then e,,(M) is a positive integer. Here we have the corresponding 
result: 
THEOREM 3.4. co(f) is u polynomial in k[t]. 
Proof In the multiplicative notation (where the e,(f)‘s are rational 
functions over k) we have 
;~(i,,)_e”(f)i”:I;‘)e2(f)(‘i:1’~~)... 
(?,(f)(% ‘). . . 
is a polynomial for large n. Now (“z!; ‘) = nd ‘/(d- l)! + lower terms is 
much larger than the other exponents when n + 0. Thus if e,(f) contains 
some irreducible factor in the denominator, it could not cancel against fac- 
tors of e,(f), e*(f) ,... (site e,(f), e*(f) ,..., are raised to a much lower 
power than eo(,f) is for large n). Hence e,,(f) must be a polynomial. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.5. If dim A4 = r < Ct= dim A then e,(f) = 0 for j < d - r. Some 
authors (e.g., Smoke [lo, p. 1491) call edm.Jl,,,), which is a positive 
integer, the multiplicity of M. The proof of 3.4 will also work to show that 
ed _,(f) is a polynomial in k[t]. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. e, is additive. 
Proqf: This follows from the additivity of A, 
THEOREM 3.7 (Bezout again). Let f: M + M and g: N -+ N be two 
degree 0 maps. Assume that M or N has finite homological dimension. Then 
if d = dim A we have 
i e,-,(f)ej(g)=x (-l)‘e,-i(la)ei(Tor~(f, g)) for o=O, 1, 2 ,..., d. 
f=O i.i 
ProojI By the proof of 3.1 and the definition of the e,(f) we have 
c,Y(f)=(polynomialins)+ jJ (-l)iei(f)(l-S)pd+i. 
i=O 
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Using this in 2.7 we get 
polynomial 
c,(f) c,(g)= (1 -$)d + i (-l)i+ie,(S)ej(g)(l -~)-*~+~+j 
i,j = 0 
= CA 1A) c ( - 1 )“c,(TorXL g)) 
UZO 
= polynomial+~(-l)‘e,(A)(l-.r~d+i 
1 i I 
x polynomial + c f ( - 1 )“+j ej(Torf(f, g))( 1 - s)‘-~ 
vb0 j=O 
= . . . + C (-l)i+i+ti ei(A) e,(Torf(f, g))(l --~)-*~+~+j. 
i. i.k 
Comparing coefficients of (1 - s))*~+~ for p = 0, 1,2,..., d we get the 
desired result. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.8. Put K.,(f) = Cy=, ej(f)xj. Then 
K,(f) K,(g)=KAl.) 1 (- 1)‘K(TorXL g)) (mod xd+ ‘) 
i>O 
in E,[x]. For ,f= 1 M and g = 1, this is comparable with “Bezout’s 
theorem” in Iversen [6, p. 183. He considers the polynomial ring 
A = k[X, )...) X,] so co(A)= 1 and ej(A)=O for j>O. It follows K,(l,)= 
e,(A) = 1. 
4. K-THEORY OF ENDOMORPHISMS OF GRADED MODULES 
In this section A = k @ A, 0 . . ., denotes a finitely generated graded 
k-algebra (not necessarily generated by A ,). Let End Gr P(A) denote the 
category of endomorphisms f: P -+ P of degree zero where P is a finitely 
generated projective graded A-module. 
THEOREM 4.1. K,(End Gr P(A)) 2 Z[t] x x0. 
Proofi A projective module P is free (see Lam [9, Theorem 4.61). 
Hence 
P= 6 A(-di)‘, with d,>d,> ... >d,,,. 
i= 1 
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Then K,(Gr P(A)) z Z[s], the isomorphism is given by 
1)1 
1 
,)Z 
@ A( -d,)‘l ++ C r,.C’,. 
i- I I -I 
We have maps 
K,(End Gr P(A)) T!? &(Gr P(A)) ‘1 
given by 
and 
q( [PI) = [Pa P]. 
Then $ ‘1 q = identity so &(Gr P(A)) = Z[s] is a direct summand (as an 
abelian group) of K,(End Gr P(A )). By 2.9 a morphism .f: P -+ P is of the 
form 
u, .Y .Y 
0 u2 -y 3 
k .I 
. . : 
0 0 ” 24;. 
where the U,‘S are r, x ri matrices with entries in k. Then it is easy to see that 
in K,( End Gr P( A )), 
C.fl= cull + .‘. + c&n1 
(see [Z]). Hence it suffices to consider the case, when f is a square matrix 
with entries in k. Then it follows that (see [Z] or Kelley-Spanier [7]) 
K,(End Gr P(A)) z Z[s] x k”,,. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.2. If A is a regular graded k-algebra, then A = k[X, ,..., X,] is 
a polynomial algebra. Then using Hilbert’s syzygy theorem and resolutions 
one can show that 
(see [ 1, Proposition 5.21). 
Denote by pd, M the projective dimension of the A-module M. If A is any 
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commutative ring and f: M -+ A4 is A-linear where A4 is finitely generated 
and pd, A4 < 00 then the characteristic polynomial is defined by 
Wf) = JJ wi)‘-“’ 
ia- 
for a projective resolution 
... -P,- PO -M-O 
II’ If0 If 
... 4 P,- PO -M--+0. 
It can be shown that A;(f) is independent of the choices made and it is a 
polynomial (see [3] and Erratum). 
Let us go back to the graded case. 
THEOREM 4.3. If pd,M< CC then x(f) = A;‘(f). 
Proof: Resolving f: A4 + A4 by free modules as above and using the 
definition of A;(f) and the additivity of x it is sufficient o consider the case 
when M = @y=, A( - d;)‘~ is free. Using the additivity once more we may 
even assume that 
f: A(-d)‘+A(-d)’ 
is an r x r matrix u = (a,,) with entries in k. Then 
alI 0 ) aI2 0 
alI . . 1 . . 
0 aI1 0 aI: 
f,, = 
a,, O / 
where the size of each block is dim, A,-,. Hence 
fn=uOk 1,4-d 
as k-maps and we get 
mL) = w-) * mL4-,I. 
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It folIows 
Thus 
c,(.f’) =2:(f) s”c,(l,,) 
and 
(‘.\(.f‘) - = .s”E.f(,f’). 
(‘,( 1 n 1 
It follows 
~.k(.f’) 
x(f) =- 
c.,(l‘l) ,=I 
= i.:(f). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.4. In general if P = @ ;?I=, A( -d,)‘l and .f: P + P with 
u, ,..., u,,, in the diagonal blocks then 
,,I 
c,(f)= 1 i.,A(u;) .s’/‘. 
,=I 
Then 
fi= f r$/‘= [f’] in K,(Gr P(A)). 
i= I 
Hence the isomorphism 
&(End Gr P(A)) -+ Z[s] x E,, 
can be made explicit 
[P-f PI- ($+m). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume that dim M = dim A = d. Let A he generated 
hy A,. Then 
edf) = ~(f)‘“‘~’ in k(t). 
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Prooj: Let dim A = d. Then 
c,Jf) = (polynomial in S) + - - 
e,(A) e,(A) -- c,(l,)=(polynomialir~s)+(~-S)d (l-s)d-,+ .... 
445 
Hence 
cs(f!= e0(f)-e,(f)(l -s)+ ..* 
c,(la) eO(A)-e,(A)(l -s)+ ... in~oCC~ll 
and 
or 
This means 
eo(f)=eo(A) x(f) in It,. 
e,(f) = x(f)"'"' in k(t). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Zf f: M -+ M where pd, M < co and A is generated by 
A,, then 
co(f) = A;“(f )eo(A). 
Remark 4.7. Example 2.14 and 4.6 do not contradict Theorem 3.4 since 
e,,(A) = 0 for A = k[X]/((X). 
THEOREM 4.8. Let f: M -+ M with pd,M< co. Then 
x(f)= ,It WToriA(f, M-“I. 
, 
Proqf: Resolve j M + M, 
O-F,- . . . -Fo-+M---+O 
1 
4 ho 
I I 
.f 
O-F,-+ ~~~---+Fo--+M-O, 
481, IOh,‘Z-I I 
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where the F,‘s are free and the hi’s are of degree 0. Then 
d 
by definition. Then take @,, k on the diagram and we get the complex 
O-F<,OAk-~~~-F,@Ak-FO@Ak--+O 
i 
h/O II 
i 
171 0 Ir 
I 
hlo IA 
O--+ F,@, k- ... -F,Oak---,FoOAk--+O. 
By 5.17 in [ 11 we get (since the ith homology of the complex is 
Torp’(M k)), 
,fJ, i.;4(h,@ 1,)(-1”= ,cOiC’(Tor:(/@ I/,))‘--‘)‘. (**) 
But by 2.9 hi looks like 
k A ... A 
and hence 
so the left-hand side of (**) is 
Ii %%)(-I)‘= 1;4(f) =x(f) by 4.3. 
0 
Q.E.D. 
5. MULTIPLICITY BY FILTRATION 
In this section, let A be any noetherian commutative ring (with 1) and I 
a maximal ideal. Let f: A4 -+ M be A-linear with M finitely generated. 
We form 
gr,A= 6 P’1P.l and gr,M= @ I”M/l”+lM. 
0 II 3 0 
Then gr,A is a graded k-algebra (k = A/I) generated by degree one 
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elements (in Z/Z’) and we have an induced graded degree zero map 
gr,f: gr,M+ gr,M. We get an invariant 
eokr,f) in k[t]. 
The interesting result is then: 
THEOREM 5.1. e,(gr,f) is additive, i.e., if O-AM’--+ -M”--+0 
ii If r O-M’-M-MU-O 
is commutative with exact row, then 
eo(gr,(f) = eokrAf’))~ e0kr,(f”)) in k[ t]. 
Proof. We may assume that M’ G A4 and M” = M/M’. Thus 
f(M’)sM’ andf’=f( M. 
Consider the diagram 
0--+ InM/lnf’M- M/I”+‘M- M/FM- 0 
i 
f” 
I 
7 fl+, 
i 
fn 
0 - r’MJF’+ ‘M - M/I” + ‘M---t M/I”M - 0, 
where all maps are induced by f: M + M. 
In i;, we have 
WJ = w?,+ 1) - fwJ. 
By the usual argument we have hl(yn) is also a polynomial in n of degree 
d d = dim A with coefficients in k, OZ Q starting with 
Hence it is sufficient to prove that the leading coefficient of A.,(Tn) is 
additive. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
0 - M’jPM n M’ - MJI*M - M”Jl”M” - 0 
1, 
R. 
I 
i. 
I 
3; 
0 - M’JPM n M’ - MJI”M - M”JI”M” - 0. 
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Hence 
r.,(.L) = m=::). j”,(‘c,) in k[r]. 
Artin-Rees’ lemma implies that there exists p such that for n 3 p, 
I”M n M’ = I” “( I”M n M’ ). 
Hence 
FM n M’ c_ I” “M’ 
and we get a diagram 
M’/I”M n M’ - M’fI” “M’ - 0 
J 4 
M’/I”M n M’ - M/I” PM’ 4 0. 
It follows that 
UT:,-,) I i.,(g:,) in k[t] 
for n 2 p. Thus we get 
M3 4(.7:,/J I UL). 
(Z”Mn &I’),;=, is an I-stable filtration of M’ (by Artin-Rees’ lemma) such 
that f ‘(FM n M’) -c PM n M’. Then we are done by 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (M,,);” be an I-stable filtration of A4 and h: M -+ M an 
endomorphism such that h(M,) 5 M,, for all n. Let 
&,, : MjI”M + M/I”M and A, : M/M,, --f M/M,, 
be the induced endomorphisms. Then A,(h,,) is a polynomial in n (with coef 
ficients in E,Br Q) and 
ML) =4(h) + u(n) in i;, [n], 
where degree u < degree A$?,) as a polynomial in n. 
ProoJ: By Artin-Rees’ lemma there exists p such that 
I”M~M,E~-~M for n 3 p. 
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We get induced surjections 
M/PM - M/M, - 0 
Ii” I”” 
MjI”M - MJM, - 0 
and 
MP(n- Ml[‘-- 0 
M/M, - MJTPM- 0 
so we get 
wi,) I ML) and AL,) I l,(h) in k[rl. (***) 
E*,(h,,) is a polynomial (over f;,) in n for n $0 since enpO M,/M,+ 1 is a 
finitely generated gr,A-module (the filtration (M,);” is Z-stable). 
Let 
&(i;,,) = eo(t)(n+dd) e,(t)-(“:f’ ‘I.. . in k(t). 
Then 
Say 
Looking at the prime factors of e,(t) in (***) for large n we see that 
d’ = d and h,(t) = e,(t). Put u(n) = A,(&)/A,(&,) and write it in i;,, [n]. 
Q.E.D. 
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